One Point Electrical Excels at Responsiveness, Safety,
and Timely Solutions
Whether you require general electrical services from a professional expert electrician Howard or you need
something more specific like air conditioning installation, the best option is One Point Electrical and
Communications.

No one thinks about the wiring in their home or business unless something goes wrong or they don’t have access to the essential electrical resources
they need. The professionals at One Point Electrical and Communications has the experience and specialized knowledge to perform electrical tasks
ranging from installing new outlets, antennae points and switchboards to wiring entire structures and instating solar power systems.
Electricity has made homes and conducting business easy, efficient, and convenient, but its installation, maintenance, and repair is a highly technical
field. Electrical systems are dangerous and can be deadly for those that don’t have the specialized expertise and knowledge. Only those licensed and
qualified should ever attempt electrical work.
The electrician Burrum Heads provides expert installation and repair of power points, outlets, and switches. The company is equally adept at meeting
the needs of customers desiring the installation of ceiling fans and air conditioning systems. Phone and data points require electricity to power them
and that’s also within the expertise of the company’s electrical team, along with fault finding of existing system.
Old switchboards and metering systems that haven’t been upgraded can produce small inaccuracies and readings that add up over time, resulting in
additional power costs. Even new smart meters can produce faulty readings. Home and business owners have no way of knowing if their meters or
switchboards are faulty without an expert evaluation by the electrician Howard.
Whether it’s an examination and diagnostic of existing electrical wiring or the installation of wiring within a new construction project, the One Point
Electrical Communications team always prioritizes safety. The company is also experienced in the complex systems required of solar installations for
energy efficiency.
The electrician Maryborough is highly trained and licensed in all types of electrical and communications work. The company provides solutions for
large and small jobs and has earned a reputation for its responsiveness, fair quotes, and quality work with low and high voltage systems.
About One Point Electrical and Communications
Raising the bar when it comes to our work is key to improving our services to your satisfaction. We take your feedback very seriously. We’ve worked
with a diverse array of systems ranging from direct power sources and waste management to telemetry systems and solar designs. Connect with us
on Facebook.
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